Collating candy at 3,000/min

Goetze’s Candy Co. triples speeds for packaging its venerable soft caramel cream candies after installing a new servo-driven feeding/collating system with high-speed motion control.

by David Newcorn, Senior Editor/Special Projects Editor
newcorn@packworld.com

After 20 years of trying, Goetze’s Candy Co.’s Caramel Cream packaging line has finally moved into the fast lane. A first-of-its-kind packaging feeding/collating system gathers, collates and positions 10 individual caramel candies onto a paperboard U-board, which in turn is flow-wrapped at speeds to 300 packages/min, triple the speed of previous feeding equipment.

While 300 packs/min isn’t especially fast for wrapping a single piece, it is fast for 10-piece packs. That means feeding, collating and positioning 3,000 pieces/min. Indeed, the bottleneck in Goetze’s packaging lines was always feeding. “To get these packed at high speeds,” says Tom Hart, chief electrician, “it was always quite a problem to figure out how to maintain control of the candies.”

Goetze’s new feeding/collating system, consisting of a 22’-long line of conveyors and special collating belts, now precisely controls the candies at high speeds using a high-speed motion controller and digital servo drives and motors. Running for nearly a year, the feeding/collating system was designed and built by Automated Motion, Inc. (Baltimore, MD). It is controlled by Omrec’s (Rochester, NY) Orion model PC-based motion controller, which uses a Pentium II 133MHz microprocessor. Omrec also supplies the drives and motors.

The feeding/collating system has resulted in four main benefits:
- Increased productivity. The high-speed line replaced four slower lines. This also provides extensive labor savings, though specific figures were unavailable.
- Reduced downtime. The previous packaging lines required “two mechanics to babysit those machines [for all four lines] all day long,” says Hart. Now, “there isn’t any real maintenance out there [on the feeding/collating system],” he continues. This frees up mechanics’ time for other needs.
- New capabilities. Operators or mechanics can adjust candy positioning on the fly right from the touchscreen.

An incoming stream of candies (top) is isolated into two lanes of five by an overhead collating belt with bottom lugs, shown here lifted upward to reveal the lugs.
Goetz's Candy's servo-controlled feeding/collating system

A motion controller synchronizes the motions of twelve servo drives based on the speed of the flow wrapper. The motion controller controls the wrapper with the help of a PLC, which is omitted in this simplified drawing.

Operator interface, thanks to the digital motion control system.

Room for future growth. The feeding/collating system was actually built to run at 400 packs or 4,000 pieces/min, and Goetze's successfully tested the feeding/collating system at the higher speed. However, the current flow wrapper, which is several years old, can reliably wrap at speeds up to about 300 packs/min.

Motion controller as system controller

The heart of the feeding/collating system is the Orion, which acts as the system's main controller. It coordinates the system's 12 independent servo motors on the various conveyors, collating belts and reject station that make up the feeding/collating system. With an assist from a small PLC, the Orion also controls the flow wrapper. There's nothing especially unique about the PLC, according to Hart.

Previously, the feeding and collating functions were accomplished by combining pieces of two older wrapping machines—the infeed section of one coupled to the film wrapping section of the other. Although it worked, the awkward arrangement topped out at about 115 packages/min.

Now, candies are fed and collated via a series of conveyors and collating belts, all servo-driven and coordinated electronically, instead of using mechanical linkages, gears and cams off of a main drive shaft. All of the belts are urethane-based, Kevlar-reinforced timing belts from Mectrol (Saleh, NH).

The first station converts two lanes of 1"-dia candies spaced 3/8" apart into 5x2 groupings. That's done with three conveyor belts: one underneath, a lugged belt overhead that traps candies from above. Because it's traveling slightly slower than the lugged conveyor underneath, it holds the candies off the U-board, each unit passes under a short, overhead, lugged collating belt, called a load arranger. Like the collator belt upstream, this belt in effect sends the U-boards, causing candies to feed directly onto the U-board. The U-boards are formed, folded and cut in-line from rollstock. The conveyor carrying the candies slants downward and ends just as a lugged conveyor underneath presents the U-boards, causing candies to feed directly onto the U-board.

To prevent the wrapper from jamming due to any over-hang of the candies off the U-board, each unit passes under a short, overhead, lugged collating belt, called a load arranger. Like the collator belt upstream, this belt in effect traps the candies from above. Because it's traveling slightly slower than the lugged conveyor underneath, it holds the candies back, precisely aligning them with the leading edge of the card.

The servo-driven reject mechanism is worthy of note, says Hart. At peak speed of 400 packs per min, equivalent to 3,200"/min, “we need to accelerate a stationary arm, match it to the speed of candy, and move it across the conveyor belt and back again to be in position for the next one. That’s a rather incredible motion, and it needs the performance of a servo motor to do it.”

Next, the 5x2 groups are deposited onto a paperboard U-board. The U-boards are formed, folded and cut in-line from rollstock. The conveyor carrying the candies slants downward and ends just as a lugged conveyor underneath presents the U-boards, causing candies to feed directly onto the U-board.

The next step is an inspection station. Sensors positioned over the belt just prior to the reject station check for missing pieces in a group and will trigger a servo-driven mechanism that sweeps off the entire group of 10 from the belt. Although each group of candies was visually inspected for quality at the time of Packaging World's visit, a machine vision system from DVT (Norcross, GA) was expected to be installed by press time to inspect all 10 pieces of each candy grouping based on certain quality criteria.

Vision to come

The servo-driven reject mechanism is worthy of note, says Hart. At peak speed of 400 packs per min, equivalent to 3,200"/min, “we need to accelerate a stationary arm, match it to the speed of candy, and move it across the conveyor belt and back again to be in position for the next one. That’s a rather incredible motion, and it needs the performance of a servo motor to do it.”

Next, the 5x2 groups are deposited onto a paperboard U-board. The U-boards are formed, folded and cut in-line from rollstock. The conveyor carrying the candies slants downward and ends just as a lugged conveyor underneath presents the U-boards, causing candies to feed directly onto the U-board.

To prevent the wrapper from jamming due to any over-hang of the candies off the U-board, each unit passes under a short, overhead, lugged collating belt, called a load arranger. Like the collator belt upstream, this belt in effect traps the candies from above. Because it’s traveling slightly slower than the lugged conveyor underneath, it holds the candies back, precisely aligning them with the leading edge of the card.

The position of the candies on the U-board can be minutely adjusted on the fly from the touchscreen operator interface in increments of 1/16". Even operators can make this adjustment, says Todd A. Goetze, vice president of operations. “It’s that user-friendly,” he says. “However, once it’s set, very few changes have to be made,” he adds. The firm currently runs just one product line on this line; however, Goetze notes that the feeding/collating system is capable of being changed over quickly.
Candy groupings with missing pieces are automatically rejected from the belt by a rotating paddle arm (below). Next, candies are precisely positioned onto U-boards (above). Operators can adjust the timing of any motor right from the operator interface (bottom).

At this point, the U-boards and candy enter the flow wrapper, where they’re wrapped with film that’s cold-sealed. Each flow-wrapped pack measures 6 x 1.67”. Wrapped packs pass over a checkweigher and metal detector to verify that the candies conform to the weight printed on the package. Finally, they’re hand-packed into chipboard cartons.

Second system being installed

After PW went to press, a second feeding/collating system was expected to be installed in-line with a new digital servo wrapper supplied by Food Machinery Sales (Athens, GA). That flow wrapper, called the Mach 3, is expected to challenge the feeding/collating system’s 400 pack/min capability.

Aside from increased production, Goetze’s is looking forward to another important capability with the new Mach 3: the ability to easily change package sizes. That’s not easily done on its existing flow wrapper, which is one of the reasons Goetze’s only produces 10-packs, which retail for about 45¢.

“With these new machines [flow wrapper and a second feeding/collating system], we can go from a four-pack to a twenty-pack,” says Goetze. “We’ll have more options for going after different types of business that we couldn’t accommodate before.”

In all, the company is pleased with the higher output of its caramel cream packaging operation. “We did have a couple of companies who tried this project and failed,” concludes Goetze, “but Automated Motion was victorious after all these years.”

Ormec Systems Corp. (www.ormec.com)
Phone: 800/656-7632

Automated Motion, Inc. (www.automated-motion.com)
Phone: 410/679-7902
How digital motion control works

A motion controller is similar to a PLC in that certain inputs trigger outputs that cause a desired movement or motion on a machine. With a motion controller, the inputs are typically electronic signals or pulses generated by encoders within servo motors. (An encoder is attached to the shaft of a motor that transmits signals that represent the shaft position back to the motion controller.)

Precision timing is the key reason that Goetze’s moved to digital motion control. The motors that power the feeding/collating system’s conveyors and collating belts, timed one against another in a delicate balance, all follow the lead of the main drive on the wrapper, thanks to an encoder placed on the shaft of that motor.

Indeed, the difference between digital and analog controls is one of precision. With an analog system, a motion controller sends a low-level voltage signal to the drive. As the voltage of the signal increases or decreases, so does the speed of the motor. The drawback: The controller must rely on analog conversion circuitry in the drive—which itself must be “tuned” or adjusted by the drive manufacturer—to accurately translate the signal into the desired speed. That means, for example, that a motion controller sending a 2.873-volt signal might be translated by the drive at 198 rpm, or maybe 201 rpm, depending on how that particular drive has been adjusted.

With a digital motion control system, the motion controller literally instructs the drive—via instructions, speeds and other parameters represented as a code of 1’s and 0’s—to spin the motor at exactly 200 rpm.

Different than a PLC

The difference between the Ormec motion controller and a PLC is that the motion controller is able to scan the exact position of all 12 motors every 125 microseconds. PLCs can also control motion using servo cards, which typically result in position update scan times of two milliseconds, according to Dean Mannlein, president of Automated Motion, Inc. That means the Orion motion controller is at least 16 times faster than a servo card in a PLC. Faster speed translates into more precise control at higher rpms. The Ormec controller achieves the speed through brute force computational power. Plugged into the controller are seven dedicated digital signal processing (DSP) cards, each using a dedicated microprocessor. Each of the seven cards controls two drives.

“Based on the speeds that Goetze’s required, this was the only controller that we found that could handle it,” says Mannlein.

Aside from precision timing, digital motion control has another important benefit over mechanical parts such as cams: It’s far easier to “adjust” the motion. With a physical cam, adjusting the timing of the machine means adjusting or re-machining the cam until the desired movement is achieved. That’s both time-consuming and “outrageously expensive,” says Tom Hart, chief electrician at Goetze’s.

With servo motors, drives and a motion controller, adjustments can be made by changing the instructions the controller sends to the drive. Such changes can even be done from the operator interface screen. “If a mechanic or operator believes that the candy should arrive at a certain point a fraction of a second sooner, he or she can experiment and find out what works best without getting out the drill or a file or calling a welder,” says Hart.

A final benefit of this controller is the port for an optional Ethernet card that allows it to be connected to Goetze’s factory network. This gives the firm’s supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA) access to the motion controller’s production data.

The performance isn’t without its price, Hart acknowledges. Servo motors, drives and motion controllers are more expensive than simpler analog motors and drives.

Automated Motion’s Mannlein says the motion controller plus its attendant add-on cards required to control the motors lists for a bit over $16,000. By contrast, a high-performance PLC with an add-on servo card might cost only $5,000 to $10,000, according to Mannlein.

“You have to bite off the expense up front,” Hart admits, to enjoy the benefits.
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